Extending vessel lifetime with ABB technology

ABB Lifecycle management
Getting the best out of ABB equipment

**AVAILABILITY**
With proper vessel lifecycle management, ABB ensures your vessel or fleet with optimized uptime, no time wasted in additional dry docks.

**PERFORMANCE**
By predicting equipment maintenance and spare parts needs, the equipment onboard your vessel or fleet can reach its full potential providing overall highest vessel performance possible.

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**
Ensuring safety and security with up to date systems onboard for electric, propulsion and digital solutions.

**ABBY Modernizations**
Extending the lifetime of your vessel or fleet

- Tailored turnkey solutions
- Minimized operational risks
- Enhanced vessel performance
- Sustainable operations
- Created energy savings
- Fitted flexible schedules

Vessels in operation

- Preventive maintenance ensures equipment onboard run their full potential
- 24/7 technical support helps your vessel or fleet with any critical issues globally
- System Enhancements to the equipment onboard whilst in operation

New build phase

- Marine Academy training crew whilst vessel is in shipyard
- Spares and consumables can be agreed on in advance
- Service Agreements are there to help taking the vessel into operation

Extended life-time

- Total plant modernizations including electric, propulsion, and digital solutions
- Updating or retrofitting equipment installed on earlier vessel generation
- Custom made solutions for all ship types

System Enhancements to the equipment onboard whilst in operation